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Background
The ZytoLight ® SPEC C19MC/19p13 
Dual Color Probe is designed for the 
detection of amplifications of the C19MC 
microRNA (miRNA) cluster region located 
at 19q13.42. 
The C19MC miRNA cluster region 
comprises 46 micro RNA genes which 
encode for large polycistronic microRNAs. 
C19MC amplifications have been report-
ed in tumor entities, such as breast cancer 
and parathyroid carcinomas. According to 
the 2016 WHO classification of tumors of 
the central nervous system, amplification 
of this region defines a new entity of em-
bryonal tumors with multilayered rosettes 
(ETMR), C19MC-altered. Amplification 
of C19MC leads to an overexpression of 
miRNAs in this cluster region that drive cell 
proliferation, promote cell survival, and 
increase carcinogenicity of cells providing 
functional evidence that C19MC miRNAs 
act as oncogenes. 
ETMR with C19MC miRNA cluster ampli-
fication are rare brain tumors which occur 
primarily in infants and young children 
showing a poor overall survival. 
Hence, detection of C19MC miRNA clus-
ter amplification by Fluorescence in situ 
Hybridization may be of diagnostic and 
prognostic relevance.

Probe Description
The SPEC C19MC/19p13 Dual Color 
Probe is a mixture of a green fluoro-
chrome direct labeled SPEC C19MC 
probe hybridizing to the C19MC region 
in the chromosomal region 19q13.42 and 
an orange fluorochrome direct labeled 
SPEC 19p13 probe specific for 19p13.3. 
Since chromosomes 1, 5, and 19 share 
the same repetitive sequences, probes spe-
cific for 19p13.3 are commonly used for 
chromosome 19 copy number detection.

Results
In a normal interphase nucleus, two or-
ange and two green signals are expected. 
In a cell with amplification of the C19MC 
region, multiple copies of the green signal 
or green signal clusters will be observed. 
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  SPEC C19MC/19p13 Dual Color Probe 
hybridized to normal interphase cells as indicated 
by two orange and two green signals per nucleus 
and to metaphase chromosomes of a normal cell.

Primitive neuroectodermal tumor tissue section 
with amplification of the C19MC miRNA cluster 

as indicated by multiple green signals.

Specimen kindly provided by Hannu Haapasalo, 
MD, PhD, Fimlab Laboratories, Finland. 

Prod. No. Product   Label Tests* (Volume)
Z-2274-50  ZytoLight SPEC C19MC/19p13 Dual Color Probe      •/• 5 (50 μl)

Related Products
Z-2028-5  ZytoLight FISH-Tissue Implementation Kit       5
   Incl. Heat Pretreatment Solution Citric, 150 ml; Pepsin Solution, 1 ml; Wash Buffer SSC, 210 ml; 25x Wash Buffer A, 50 ml; DAPI/DuraTect-Solution, 0.2 ml
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